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Thesis Director: Dr. Rohit Ramachandran

A two-way coupled Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) – Discrete element method (DEM) model is developed using STAR-CCM+ for a top spray fluid bed granulator to study the effects of process parameters such as inlet air flow rate, temperature on the particle dynamics and the residence time in the spray zone. The framework relies on coupled CFD–DEM simulations to provide particle-level mechanistic information such as collision frequencies, particle flux and residence time of the particles in the spray zone. Particles of diameter 1 mm (Group B particles according to Geldart’s classification of powders) are considered for model development. To reduce the computational load, the particles are scaled by keeping the non-dimensional terms Archimedes, Reynolds’s numbers and the minimum fluidization velocity of the system constant. Passive scalar model is also used for Lagrangian phase to track the residence time of the particles within the spray zone. This model accurately predicts the effect of process parameters (inlet air flow rate, temperature) on the particle dynamics and the particle residence time inside the spray zone. This mechanistic data can be used in Population balance models (PBM) to model the rate processes such as agglomeration, breakage and consolidation.
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1. Introduction

Granulation is a size enlargement process where small/fine powder particles are converted into granules to address issues such as poor flow, handling, segregation and poor dissolution of powders. The two most widely used granulation types in pharmaceutical industries are Wet and Dry granulation. Wet granulation is where liquid binder is added to the powder. It can be accomplished using different types of equipment such as high shear granulator, fluid – bed granulator, twin- screw granulator and drum granulators. Fluid – bed granulation is widely used as the dry mixing, wetting of the blend and drying of the granules can be achieved in a single operation which helps avoid transfer losses, labor costs and time (Burggraeve et al., 2013). Fluid bed granulators also provide good heat transfer and mixing, control over granule morphology and are easy to scale up which is advantageous when compared to other granulators. But the cost of operating fluid beds are usually high and they cannot handle fine powders as they cannot be fluidized (Geldart, 1973).

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) guidelines encourage the pharmaceutical industry to take the Quality by Design approach which advocates that the quality should be built into the product. FDA’s Process Analytical technology (PAT) initiative calls for the use of real time monitoring of unit operations for a better control of product quality (Burggraeve et al., 2013). To monitor the processes in real time, models that predict the product quality based on the process parameters should be developed. Predictive models that link critical process parameters (CPP’s) and formulation parameters to critical quality attributes (CQA’s) can be used to understand/capture the process dynamics. The need to develop mechanistic understanding of granulation process also stems from the necessity to make the existing manufacturing processes cost effective and run faster - especially in the ever-increasing research and development cost landscape. According to Gernaey et al.
(Gernaey et al., 2012) there are two ways to maximize the profits, particularly in pharmaceutical industry (a) Rapid process development to prolong the patent life of a product and (b) Optimizing the production processes which would then allow companies to compete with generic drug manufacturers after the patent expiration. Use of process modeling can help achieve these goals. The use of process modeling becomes especially relevant here since empirical studies of granulation which depends on a number of parameters would require a large set of experiments which are impractical to perform (in terms of cost and time). Multi-scale and multi-phase models can carry out virtual experimentation and can be used for design space exploration; would therefore speed up the process development and scale-up of unit operations.

Along the spectrum of modeling approaches, mechanistic models based on the fundamental physics of the system are at one extreme which would capture detailed process behavior (Cameron et al., 2005). On the other end, there are empirical models which use experimental data and fit suitable models to it. To develop a first-principal based model for a fluid-bed granulation process, it is important to model the fluid – particle interaction. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is used to model the continuous phase (air) flow behavior. CFD solves the volume averaged conservation of mass, momentum and energy equations over discretized domain. Discrete element methods (DEM) is used to model the discrete phase (particles/solids), which applies equations of motion, conservation of momentum and energy equations to each particle in the system. A transfer of momentum, mass and energy should be established between CFD and DEM to model the interactions between the fluid – particle and vice-versa. In systems which contain low solid volumes, a one-way coupling is good enough which only transfers the data from CFD to DEM i.e. the fluid flow affects the particle motion but the particles are not responsible for fluid flow. Fluid bed granulators contains high solid volumes, so the particle’s effect on the fluid flow cannot be ignored. The mechanistic data such as collision
frequencies, residence times and particle flux can be used in a Population balance model (PBM) to describe the aggregation, breakage and consolidation mechanisms that occur during granulation and model the changes in particle size and properties. The framework described in the current work operates on different length scales, DEM describes the process on a particle level (micro-scale) and CFD describes the continuous phase over a discretized region (macro-scale).

1.1 Objectives

- Develop a two-way coupled CFD – DEM model for a top-spray fluid bed granulator using STAR-CCM+.
- Study the effect of inlet air flow rate and temperature on the particle dynamics.
- Study the effect of inlet air flow rate on the particle residence times inside the spray zone.
2. Background

2.1 Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been widely used in chemical industry to model internal and external fluid flows. CFD has been used to optimize processes, reduce the energy costs and create new designs without wasting resources by performing experiments. In pharmaceutical industry, CFD can be used to model fluid flow in several processes such as Mixing, separation, and fluidized bed granulators (Lyngberg et al., 2016). Computational fluid dynamics calculate the fluid flow field by solving the volume averaged Navier – Stokes, energy and species conservation equations over the discretized region. CFD models fluid and particles using Eulerian – Eulerian approach, assuming fluid and particles as continuum phases. This approach only accurately models fluid but not the particles as the particles are a dispersed phase rather than a continuous one. To accurately model the particles, discrete element modeling is used which uses a lagrangian approach to track the particles in space and time.

The use of CFD provides a distinct advantage of solving the velocity, pressure and temperature profiles of the fluid over the desired domain. This is done by discretizing the entire region of interest into cells and volume averaged conservation equations of mass, momentum, species and energy are solved over this region. Due to the large number of discretized cells in a given region, CFD is often computationally expensive. The accuracy of the solution generally increases with increase in cells in region, but using a smaller grid size to discretize the region results in longer computational time. Most commercial CFD software such as STAR-CCM+ from CD-Adapco, ANSYS Fluent and other open source software provide parallel computing options to speed up the computational processes.
Fluid bed granulation is a multiphase system with fluid phase and solid phase interacting with each other. The flow of one phase affects the flow of the other phase. As mentioned above, CFD uses Eulerian-Eulerian approach to model fluid – particle interactions. To increase the particle level detail that is required in modeling this unit operation DEM is used in conjunction with CFD.

2.2 Discrete Element Method (DEM)

In high loading multiphase systems such as fluid beds, the particle-particle and particle-boundary interactions cannot be ignored (Cd-Adapco, 2016). To resolve the effects of these interactions on individual particles, Newton’s laws of motion and Euler’s equations of rotational motion are solved for each individual particle (Sen et al., 2014). Discrete Element Method (DEM) is a numerical method that resolves the motion of individual solid particles.

In this current model developed a soft sphere DEM approach has been used, where the particles are allowed to overlap and the extent of overlap is used to determine the contact forces (normal and tangential). In this approach, multiple particles can be in contact simultaneously and the contact time is finite (Cundall and Strack, 1979).

![Figure 2.1. Contact between two soft spheres, the contact force is resolved into two components \( F_N \) (normal contact force) and \( F_T \) (Tangential contact force).]
The interparticle contact forces are calculated by assuming that the particle-particle interaction as a spring-dashpot system with friction sliders. Models such as Hertz – Mindlin No-slip contact, linear spring and Walton Braun (Cd-Adapco, 2016) are used to calculate the normal and tangential components of the contact force. External forces on the particles such as gravity, cohesion and fluid forces are also added accordingly.

Discrete element method is computationally expensive as the method resolves the motion of individual particles in the system. A typical multiphase system such as fluid bed granulator has billions of particles and it is not practical to resolve the motion of all the particles in this system. In the current work scaling laws are used to reduce the number of particles in the system and thereby reducing the computational load.

2.3 Coupling CFD – DEM

Computational fluid dynamics and Discrete Element Method are coupled to capture the fundamental dynamics of the fluid-particle system. The coupling approach between CFD and DEM can either be done through a one-way data transfer or two-way data transfer. In one-way coupling, the fluid flow field calculated by CFD is exported and added as an external force on the particles in DEM simulation. Using this approach however ignores the effects of particle interactions on the fluid flow; hence, this approach is generally suitable for low solids volume applications like a cyclone separator. In two way coupling, the transfer of data between CFD and DEM goes both ways- there is an exchange of mass, momentum and velocity information between the solid phase and the fluid phase. The coupling process and the transfer of information is summarized in Figure 2.
In the past two-fluid models have been used to model multiphase fluid–particle systems, which model both fluid and particles as continuous phases and resolves the conservation of mass, momentum and energy equations for both the phases [(Hoomans et al., 1996), (Ding Jianmin and Gidaspow, 1990), (Kuipers et al., 1993)]. As described in section 2.1, these models do not consider the discrete nature of the solid phase. Replacing the two-fluid model, a lagrangian multiphase model can be used which makes use of discrete element method to account for the discrete nature of particles.

Several authors have developed CFD-DEM models to study the fluidization phenomena. Yuu et al. (Yuu et al., 2000) modeled a fluid bed using 100,000 particles of 310 microns in diameter using Coupled CFD-DEM simulations to study the bubble formation, coalescence and disruption. The model accurately describes the hydrodynamic behavior of the particles in the experiments, obtained through instantaneous particle positions and velocities. Other authors have validated the CFD-DEM models of powder beds in different regimes with experimental results (Bokkers et al., 2004).

Fries et al. (Fries et al., 2011) have used coupled CFD-DEM studies to study the particle and fluid behavior in top spray fluid bed granulator and Wurster coater. Effect of process parameters such as fluid velocity, height of the Wurster tube in case of Wurster coater are also studied. The authors studied the residence time distributions of particles in the spray

Figure 2.2. Data Transfer between CFD and DEM through Two-way coupling approach (Norouzi et al., 2016).
zone in both the granulators and have found that the Wurster coater provides a narrow residence time distribution of particles inside the spray zone where as a wide distribution of residence time inside the spray zone has been obtain in case of a top spray fluid bed granulator. Which makes wetting in Wurster coater is more homogenous than that in a top spray fluid bed granulator due to its unstable flow structure.

In another study, Fries et al. (Fries et al., 2013) have studied the collision dynamics of the particles in different fluid bed granulators to measure the probability of agglomeration, breakage and also strength of the agglomerates and found that the Wurster coater is the best equipment to produce uniform, large and stable granules and the collision dynamics obtained from the numerical simulations corroborated the experimental results.

The models described above used the dynamics of particles in the fluid beds to study the effects on agglomeration. To comprehensively study the agglomeration of particles into granules, Sen et al. (Sen et al., 2014) used a hybrid CFD-DEM-PBM model. Similar to the models described above, Sen et al. used CFD-DEM model to describe the particle dynamics and extract critical data such as collision frequencies between particles of different sizes, circulation from the bottom of the fluid bed to the top. In addition to this, custom models are used within DEM model to simulate the addition of liquid binder and PBM is then used to model the aggregation of particles. However, the effect of process parameters such as inlet fluid velocity, breakage and consolidation of particles has not been studied by the authors.
3. Method Development

In this section simulation set up in STAR-CCM+ is presented.

3.1 Geometry, Meshing and Boundary types

3.1.1 Geometry:

The geometry of the system is modeled after top spray fluid bed granulator, GPCG 1 by Glatt (Wormsbecker et al., 2007). The geometry (Figure 3.1) was created using built in 3D-CAD module available in STAR-CCM+.

A virtual geometry for the zone created by the spray nozzle (not meshed, used only to visualize) is constructed inside the GPCG 1 as shown in Figure 3.1, the approximate geometry of the spray zone is obtained from the high resolution image of the spray zone created by a two phase nozzle spraying water (Hao Chen et al. 2016). The dimensions of the spray zone are shown in the figure 3.3. The spray zone is located 5 mm above the

Figure 3.1. Geometry setup of GPCG 1

Figure 3.2. Internal Mesh of the domain.
static bed height, this value can be changed by changing the position of the spray nozzle. The zone below the spray cone is designated as the bottom compartment and the rest of the geometry is designated as the top compartment. This is done for post-processing purposes, where the mechanistic data in the bottom and top compartment can be used in the compartmental population balance model to model the rate processes in granulation (Sen et al., 2014).

![Figure 3.3. Shape of the spray zone created by the atomized liquid binder particles.](image)

### 3.1.2 Mesh:

A Trimmer mesh with a base size of 5 mm has been used which creates cells as can be seen in figure 3.2. Trimmer mesh has created the minimum number of cells for the given base size of 5 mm among tetrahedral and polyhedral meshes available. A prism layer mesh is also added to the domain, which decreases the cell size at the walls for a better resolution of flow field at the walls. The mesh parameters and their values are presented in table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesh parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of Cells</td>
<td>84830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Interior Faces</td>
<td>246518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of vertices</td>
<td>98431</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1. Mesh parameters
3.1.3 Boundary Types:

The boundary types for this setup are presented in table 3.2. At every domain boundary, “boundary types” are set for each phase. For Domain inlet and outlet, the air is allowed to pass through the boundaries but not the particles, therefore a “phase impermeable” boundary condition is applied at the boundaries for the solid phase, which makes the inlet and the outlet of the domain act as walls with respect to the particles. The boundary condition at the domain walls is set to “Wall” for both the air and particles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary Types</th>
<th>Domain Inlet</th>
<th>Domain Outlet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air - Mass flow inlet</td>
<td>Air - Pressure Outlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Particle – Phase Impermeable</td>
<td>Particle – Phase Impermeable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain Walls</td>
<td>Air – Wall (no-slip)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Particle – Wall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2. Domain boundary types

3.2 Physics Models used for the Fluid and Solid Phase

To compute the flow field of the continuous phase in a system, computational fluid dynamics solves set of discretized linear equations. As mentioned in section 2.1, CFD solves the volume averaged conservation equations in all the cells in the flow domain. To resolve the motion of the particles in the system DEM also solves the conservation of momentum and angular momentum for each particle. Conservation of energy equations are solved to resolve the temperature of both the continuous and discrete phase.

Some of the common models used to compute the fluid flow field and track the motion and energy of the particles are described below, these models are available to use in all the commercial software that can model the fluid using Eulerian approach and particles using Lagrangian model.
3.2.1 Flow and energy models:

Laminar model is used when the velocity of the fluid is known and the fluid never transitions into turbulent flow. Turbulent flow model can be used at high Reynolds number flows, but in most of the cases the fluctuations in the flow are small and it is not desirable to resolve them due to the high computational resources required (Cd-Adapco, 2016). Therefore, instead of solving the turbulent flow governing equations, Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models (Zhai et al., 2007) and Scale – resolving simulations (Zhai et al., 2007) (using Large eddy simulation or Detached Eddy simulation) implementations are used.

Segregated flow and energy models are used which solves the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy sequentially. This formulation also scales linearly with the cell count, so convergence is not deteriorated even if the mesh is refined (Cd-Adapco, 2016). The equations solved by the flow and energy model are described below (Norouzi et al., 2016), these are volume averaged over a fluid cell.

Continuity equation (conservation of mass)(Norouzi et al., 2016):

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho_f \varepsilon_f u)}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho_f \varepsilon_f u) = 0 \tag{1}
\]

Navier-Stokes equation (conservation of Momentum)(Norouzi et al., 2016):

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho_f \varepsilon_f u)}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho_f \varepsilon_f uu) = -\frac{1}{\rho} \nabla p - \nabla \cdot \tau_f + \rho_f \varepsilon_f g - F \tag{2}
\]

Where \( \rho_f \) is the fluid density, \( \varepsilon_f \) is the volume fraction of fluid in the cell, \( u \) is the average velocity of the fluid, \( \tau_f \) is the fluid phase stress tensor, \( F \) is the volumetric mean of all the forces acting on the particle by the surrounded fluid in a fluid cell, which include the drag force, fluid pressure force, shear stress forces
Conservation of energy equation (Norouzi et al., 2016):

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho_f \varepsilon_f C_{p,f} T_f)}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot [u \varepsilon_f \rho_f C_{p,f} T_f] = \nabla \cdot (\varepsilon_f k_f \nabla T_f) + E_f \tag{3}
\]

Where, \(C_{p,f}\) is the specific heat capacity of fluid, \(T_f\) is the temperature of the fluid, \(k_f\) is the thermal conductivity of the fluid, \(E_f\) is the net rate of heat transferred to the fluid per unit volume, which includes rate of heat exchanged between fluid and particles, fluid and wall, heat generated through friction and from viscous forces.

3.2.2 Lagrangian multiphase model:

This model allows the use of dispersed phases in the physics continuum which is a continuous phase whose governing equations are in Eulerian form (equations 1, 2 & 3). The dispersed phases are modeled as parcels and tracked through the continuum. These dispersed phases are called Lagrangian phases and additional models can be applied to these phases. The dispersed phase particles are modeled as soft spheres by using the DEM particles model. As described in the section 2.2, Newton’s equations of motion are used to model the motion of the particles in space and time. Therefore, it is important to identify all the external forces acting on the particles in the system to accurately model the motion of the particles. The external forces acting on the particles in fluid - particle system are drag force by the fluid, gravity, buoyancy force, contact forces between particles and contact force between particles and surroundings (walls).

For Solid Phase (Sen et al., 2014):

\[
m_i \frac{dv_i}{dt} = F_{total} \tag{4}
\]

\[
F_{total} = \sum F_{contact} + \sum F_{external} \tag{5}
\]
Where \( m_i, v_i \) are the mass and velocity of the \( i^{th} \) particle. \( F_{total} \) is the net force on the particle which is the sum of particle – particle, particle – wall contact forces and external forces acting on the particles such as gravity, drag force by the fluid, buoyancy force.

Conservation of energy for solid phase (Cd-Adapco, 2016):

\[
m_i C_{p,i} \frac{\partial T_i}{\partial t} = E_p
\]  

(6)

Where, \( m_i, T_i \) are the mass and temperature of the \( i^{th} \) particle, \( C_{p,i} \) is the specific heat capacity of the material, \( E_p \) is the net rate of energy transfer from the fluid.

3.2.3 Contact forces and External force models:

The net force acting on the particles is the sum of contact forces (particle – particle and particle – wall contact) and external forces (gravity, drag force). The following models are used to calculate the forces on the particles.

Contact forces: To model the normal and tangential components of the contact forces, Hertz – Mindlin No slip contact model [(Di Renzo and Di Maio, 2004), (Johnson, 1985)] has been used. This model uses equivalent radii and mass in its formulation as shown below (Cd-Adapco, 2016),

\[
R_{eq} = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{R_a} + \frac{1}{R_b}}
\]  

(7)

\[
M_{eq} = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{M_a} + \frac{1}{M_b}}
\]  

(8)

Where \( R_a, R_b \) are the radii of the colliding particles and \( M_a, M_b \) are the masses of the colliding particles. To calculate the contact forces for the particle – wall interaction, the
same model has been used with radius and mass of the wall being infinite (far greater than the particle radius and mass).

External forces: Gravity model is used to account for the weight of the particles. To model the drag forces in a high density solid systems, such as fluid beds, Gidaspow drag model is used. Gidaspow model described below, is a combination of Wen Yu and Ergun equations to calculate the drag coefficient [(Cd-Adapco, 2016), (Gidaspow, 1994)].

\[
C_d = \frac{4}{3} \left(150 \frac{1 - \vartheta_f}{\vartheta_f R_p} + 1.75\right) \quad \text{if} \quad \vartheta_f < \vartheta_{min} \tag{9}
\]

Otherwise

\[
C_d = \left(\frac{24 + 3.6 * R_p^{0.687}}{R_p}\right) * \vartheta_f^{-3.65} \tag{10}
\]

Where, \(\vartheta_f\) is the void fraction and \(\vartheta_{min}\) is the minimum void fraction and \(R_p\) is the particle Reynolds number.

Energy Transfer through conduction during particle – particle interaction and particle – boundary interaction is modeled using following equation (Cd-Adapco, 2016),

\[
q_{ab} = 4 * r_c * k * (T_a - T_b) \tag{11}
\]

3.2.4 Implicit unsteady state model

Implicit unsteady model is used to model time. In this model, each CFD time step has inner iterations which are determined by observing the effect of it on the convergence. The CFD time step for the simulations was set at 2E-4 and only 1 inner iteration is used as the residuals were fairly low and convergence is seen. Any increase in inner iterations would increase the computational load and thereby increasing the total solver time. If the residuals are not low or not converging, a higher number of inner iterations or a lower
CFD time step should be preferred. DEM time step is calculated as a fraction of Rayleigh time (Cd-Adapco, 2016). Alternatively, a user defined time step can be used.

3.2.5 Lagrangian Passive scalar model

One of the objectives of this thesis is to study the effect of inlet air volumetric flow rate on the particle residence time distribution inside the spray zone. To achieve this a passive scalar model is used. Passive scalar model is analogous to tracer dyes used to measure fluctuations in concentration or velocity in a fluid flow. A passive scalar source term is added to the particles by defining a function such that the passive scalar model colors/tags the particles with their residence time inside the spray zone. If a particle stays inside spray zone for 10 iterations, then the passive scalar model tags that particular particle with a residence time of 10* DEM time step. Using such a function, the residence time of the particles inside the spray zone can be calculated. The passive scalar model does not affect the properties of the particles (Cd-Adapco, 2016).

3.3 Simulation properties

The fluidization of the particles is classified into four groups based on the difference between particle, fluid densities and the particle mean size (Geldart, 1973). Through Geldart’s classification, it can be seen that the powders which fall under group A and group B are common types of powders and easy to fluidize. Powders which fall under group A and group B fluidize at minimum fluidization and there is a moderate to high mixing in these powders (Rhodes, 2008). Powders in group C are too cohesive to fluidize and powders in group D are too large and spout relatively easily even in deep beds. The particle size of the powders in group B are in the range of 150 to 1000 microns (Cocco et al., 2014). In the current CFD – DEM framework, particles of diameter 1 mm and density of 1460 kg/m³ has been used (Group B particles).
3.3.1 Scaling of the system using similarity models:

In the current model, particles of diameter of 1 mm are considered with a batch size of 2 kg. The total number of particles in this system is 2.6 million. Simulating a system with 2.6 million particles is computationally expensive and impractical. The computational load increases quadratically with the increase in number of particles. Link et al. (Link et al., 2009) found good qualitative agreement between the experiments and the simulations by keeping the minimum fluidization velocity, Particle Reynolds number and Archimedes number as constants while scaling the system. Similar scaling model has been adapted by Börner et al. (Börner et al., 2016) and their experimental results (PIV images) agree with the particle hydrodynamics in the scaled systems. We have used this similarity scaling approach to scale our system by keeping the minimum fluidization velocity, particle Reynolds number and the Archimedes number constant. The minimum fluidization velocity ($U_{mf}$) has been calculated by rearranging the Ergun equation in terms of Archimedes and particle Reynolds number (Rhodes, 2008). The mathematical equations for $U_{mf}$, Archimedes number ($Ar$) and particle Reynolds number (for low Reynolds number) (@$U_{mf}$)($Re_{mf}$) are described by equations 12, 13 and 14(Rhodes, 2008) respectively.

$$U_{mf} = \frac{Re_{mf} \cdot \gamma}{\rho_g \cdot d_p}$$ (12)

$$Ar = \frac{g \cdot d_p^3 \cdot (\rho_p - \rho_g)}{\gamma^2 \cdot \rho_g}$$ (13)

$$Re_{mf} = (28.7^2 + (0.0494 \cdot Ar))^{0.5} - 28.7$$ (14)
To keep the $U_{mf}$, $Ar$ and $Re_{mf}$ as constants, particle density, gas density and kinematic viscosity of gas are scaled according to the scaling factor $k = \frac{d_{p2}}{d_{p1}}$. Where, $d_{p2}$ is the particle diameter in the scaled system and $d_{p1}$ is the particle diameter in the original system.

The particle and gas properties of original and the scaled system are presented in Table 3.3. The system is scaled to 4 times the actual size to reduce the computational load of the simulation but also making sure that the grid size for CFD is small enough to get an accurate solution. In a coupled CFD – DEM simulation, the base size of the mesh should be greater than that of the particle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Scaled</th>
<th>units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Particles</td>
<td>2616426</td>
<td>40780</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling factor (k)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle diameter ($d_p$)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle density ($\rho_p$)</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas viscosity ($\gamma$)</td>
<td>1.85E-05</td>
<td>7.40E-05</td>
<td>m$^2$/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass of the bed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity (g)</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>m/s$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas density ($\rho_g$)</td>
<td>1.18415</td>
<td>1.18415</td>
<td>kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum fluidization velocity($U_{mf}$)</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archimedes number (Ar)</td>
<td>35275.76</td>
<td>35275.76</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds number ($Re_{mf}$) @ $U_{mf}$</td>
<td>21.96</td>
<td>21.96</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3. Particle and gas properties for the original and scaled system.
3.3.2 Boundary and operating conditions for simulation setup

To study the effect of process parameters (air flow rate and temperature) on the process dynamics and the particle residence times inside the spray zone, three inlet volumetric flow rates of 80 m$^3$/h, 110 m$^3$/h and 130 m$^3$/h with temperatures of 30 °C and 50 °C are chosen. A total of six simulations were performed. The design space is presented in table 3.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volumetric flow rate of Air (m$^3$/h)</th>
<th>Mass flow rate of Air (kg/s)</th>
<th>Temperature(°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.0263</td>
<td>30 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.0263</td>
<td>50 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.0362</td>
<td>30 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.0362</td>
<td>50 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>0.0428</td>
<td>30 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>0.0428</td>
<td>50 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4. Design space for the simulations.

The volumetric flow rates and temperatures are taken from the experiments performed using a GPCG system at BMS.

The boundary condition at the domain inlet is specified by the mass flow rate value (suggested boundary condition by STAR-CCM+) and at the domain outlet, the gauge pressure is set to 0 Pa. The boundary conditions at walls are set to no-slip conditions.

The initial conditions for air and inside the domain is set to an initial velocity of 0 m/s and an initial temperature of 293.15 k. The particles are initially allowed to settle without any inlet air flow, once the kinetic energy of the particles go to zero, air flow is then started to allow the particle bed to fluidize.
4. Results and Discussion

The two way coupled CFD – DEM model developed is studied at three different air flow rates corresponding to 4, 5.4 and 6.4 times the minimum fluidization velocities (Table 4) at air temperatures of 30 °C and 50 °C. The simulations were run for 10 seconds. A good convergence of CFD solution is achieved as the residual values have gone down 2 orders of magnitude. As mentioned in section 3.1.1, the fluid bed is divided into bottom and top compartment. The bottom compartment is demarcated by the end of the spray zone, the remaining geometry is the top compartment, which contains the spray zone. This demarcation is used to compare the results in the top compartment and the bottom compartment.

Average particle velocities, temperatures, number of collisions between particles in both top and bottom compartments, average fluid velocities and temperatures are saved at every 0.005 seconds of simulation. An internal interface has been placed between the bottom and the top compartment to monitor the number of particles transferring between the top and the bottom compartment.

Using passive scalar model, the residence time of the particles inside the spray zone has been calculated.

4.1 Effect of inlet air flow rate and temperature on the particle dynamics

4.1.1 Effect on Particle velocities

Increase in inlet air flow rates increased the average particle velocities in both the compartments and the temperature also followed a similar trend with increasing inlet air flow rate. This is because increase in air flow rate provides a higher transfer in momentum and energy from the fluid phase to solid phase.
Figure 4.1 shows the comparison of time averaged particle velocities in the bottom and top compartments for the three volumetric flow rates. The particles in top compartment have a higher velocity as expected as there are far few collisions in the top of the compartment due to the tapered shape and particles are closer together in the bottom compartment of the fluid bed leading to more collisions and low velocities.

The change in temperature should not have an effect on the particle velocities, it can be seen in Figure 4.2 that the time averaged particle velocities are similar for the inlet air flow rate of 80 m$^3$/h at air temperatures of 30 and 50 °C. The is true across the different inlet air flow rates at two different inlet air temperatures. This shows the reproducability of the simulations.

In Figure 4.3, the instantaneous particle velocities figures at different volumetric flow rates at 2 and 10 seconds of simulation time are presented. The color blue represents low velocity particles and color red represents high velocity particles. The geometry is sliced through the X-Z plane to get a better view at the fluidization of particles and also bubbles formed by the flow air through the particle bed.
4.1.2 Effect on particle temperatures

The particle temperature increases with increasing inlet air flow rate as well as increasing air temperatures because of higher heat flux transferring from air to the particles. Figure 4.4 shows the average particle temperature over time in the bottom compartment, with inlet air temperatures of 30 °C, the average temperature changes about 1.5% – 2%. Figure 10 shows the average particle temperature over time in the bottom compartment, with inlet air temperatures of 50 °C, the average temperature changes about 4.3% – 5.6%.
Figure 4.6 shows the rate of change in average particle temperatures in both bottom and top compartments for all the inlet air flow rates and air temperatures. The particles in both compartments reach similar levels of temperature and particles in the top compartment heat up at a slightly lower rate for both the temperature levels of 30 and 50 °C as the air that enters the top compartment is relatively cooler than that enters the bottom compartment. Which indicates that the inlet air flow rate at or above 80 m³/h doesn’t cause differences in temperatures in the bottom and the top compartment possibly due to good contact between air and the particles and good circulation of particles between the bottom and the top compartments. It can be seen that at air temperature of 50 °C, the
particles get heated up much faster (about 3 times) than at 30 °C, this is because the rate of heat transfer is directly proportional to temperature difference between air and particles.

4.1.3 Effect on collision frequency and circulation of particles

In wet granulation process, particles collide with each other and depending upon the collision velocities and the amount of liquid present on the surface of the particles, agglomeration or breakage of particles occur. To mechanistically calculate the rate processes of agglomeration, breakage and consolidation in granulation, collision frequency and collision efficiency data should be obtained from the CFD – DEM model (Sen et al., 2014).

From this model, number of collisions between particles in both the compartments are extracted from the simulations. The collision frequency is calculated as the number of collisions/ (No. of particles^2 * Δt). Figure 4.7 shows the average collision frequency in the bottom compartment at different inlet flow rates, average collision frequency in bottom is greater than that in the top compartment, the collision frequency in the bottom compartment is not effected significantly by the air flow rate as the particles in the bottom compartment are closer together in all the cases. Figure 4.8 shows the average collision frequencies in the top Compartments for three different inlet air flow rates. The collision frequency of particles decrease with the increase in air flow rate. Because of the higher particle velocities in case of high air flow rates, particles move away from each other resulting in lower number of collisions.
To study the circulation of particles from one compartment to the other, an internal interface was created (virtual and does not affect the simulation) and the particles passing through that interface were tracked.

In Figure 4.9 average number of particles transferred between bottom and top compartment and vice-versa for inlet air flow rate of 80 m$^3$/h, 110 m$^3$/h and 130 m$^3$/h are shown, the transfer of particles between the bottom to top compartments increase with increasing air flow rate because of higher particle velocities. This indicates lower turnover rate of particles in case of lower flow rates.
4.2 Effect of inlet air flow rate on the particles residence time in Spray zone

The wetting of powder particles with liquid binder cannot be directly simulated using the current setup. Instead of particle wetting, residence time of particles inside the spray zone is calculated by incorporating a passive scalar model (section 3.1.5). The model, using a user defined function, calculates the residence time of particles inside the spray zone.

The residence time of the particles inside the spray zone would represent wetting here, the longer the particle stays inside the spray zone, more liquid binder is added to the particle. At the end of the 10 sec, homogenous distribution of particle residence time is expected which would indicate good mixing and circulation of particles from bottom to the top compartment and vice-versa (spray zone is in the top compartment).

Figure 4.10. Particle residence time in spray zone at (A) V = 80 m$^3$/h, t = 2 sec (B) V = 110 m$^3$/h, t = 2 sec (C) V = 130 m$^3$/h, t = 2 sec (D) V = 80 m$^3$/h, t = 10 sec (E) V= 110m$^3$/h, t= 10sec (F) V = 130 m$^3$/h, t = 10sec.

Figure 4.10 shows the instantaneous residence time of the particles inside the spray zone for different inlet air flow rates at 2 and 10 seconds. At 2 seconds, the particles in the top compartment spend more time inside the spray zone than the particles in the bottom
compartment. At the end of the simulation (10 seconds) the wetting is much more homogenous in both the compartments and the particles in pictures E (110 m³/h) and F (m³/h) look more homogenous than those in picture D (80 m³/h).

Residence time distributions of particles inside the spray zone are used to see whether the wetting is homogenous or not. Figure 4.11 shows the residence time distributions at 2, 5 and 10 seconds (end point) at an air flow rate of 110 m³/h. The distribution is represented by ratio of number of particles to the total number of particles on the y-axis and residence time in spray zone (seconds) on the x-axis. The residence time distribution at 2 seconds shows that 40% of the bed did not go into the spray zone and the distribution moves towards the right as the time progresses. Finally at 10 sec distribution of residence time inside the spray zone shows that all the particles went into the spray zone with an average residence time of 0.3 sec. If the simulation were to run longer, the distribution at the end would resemble a Gaussian distribution. This distribution also shows that there is good circulation of particles from the bottom to the top compartment and vice versa for flow rate of 110 m³/h.

Figure 4.12. Particle residence time distributions inside the spray zone at different inlet air flow rates
A simulation with low air flow rate (40 m$^3$/h) was run to see the poor mixing and bad circulation of the particles between the bottom and the top compartment. Figure 4.12 shows the residence time distributions inside the spray zone for flow rates of 40, 80, 110 and 130 m$^3$/h. For air flow rates 110 and 130 m$^3$/h the distributions show that all the particles in the system spend time in the spray zone. Increase in air flow rate from 110 to 130 m$^3$/h did not have a significant effect on the distribution, indicating that flow rate of 110 m$^3$/h and above provide high intensity of fluidization and mixing in the granulator. For the air flow rate of 40 m$^3$/h, the residence time distribution shows that 12% of the particles did not enter the spray zone suggesting that the particles did not fluidize well enough increasing the inlet flow rate to 80 m$^3$/h decreased this to 4% suggesting a better fluidization. To get a better liquid distribution, flow rates above 80 m$^3$/h should be used.
5. Conclusions

A two-way coupled CFD – DEM model is developed for a top spray fluid granulator has been developed by using STAR-CCM+. The effect of process parameters such as inlet air velocity and temperature on the particle dynamics and residence time of particles inside the spray zone were studied. The model was able to predict the changes in particle velocities, temperatures, collision dynamics and particle transfer from one compartment to the other as the inlet velocity and the temperature of the air changes. The collision frequency between the particles decreased with increasing air flow rate as the particles move away from each other as the air flow rate increases. This trend is seen in both the compartments. This mechanistic data can be used to determine the agglomeration rates in a granulation process.

From the particle residence time distribution inside the spray zone studied at different air flow rates, it was seen that at lower flow rates (40, 80 m$^3$/h), air does not fluidize the bed well enough, at the end of the 10 seconds of simulation, 12% and 4% of the particles did not go into the spray zone respectively. In case of higher flow rates, 110 and 130 m$^3$/h, particles spent more time in the spray and all of the particles go into the spray zone. The residence time distribution of particles for the air flow rates of 110 and 130 m$^3$/h are similar indicating that for flow rates above 110 m$^3$/h provide high fluidization and circulation of particles between the bottom and top compartments.

This multiscale multiphase framework provides important mechanistic data that can be used to develop hybrid CFD-DEM-PBM that describe the rate processes in granulation and understand the effect of process parameters on the product quality attributes.
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